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On November 4, 2020, Fair Finance
Cambodia Coalition, in particular its
members including the NGO Forum
on Cambodia (NGOF), CCC, Action Aid
International Cambodia, Oxfam and
Transparency International Cambodia
organized a Validation Workshop on Draft
Research Study Report on Environmental
Impact Assessment Compliance Banking
Sector at Hotel Cambodiana. The workshop
was attended by representatives of the
National Bank of Cambodia, the Asian
Development Bank, the World Bank,
the Ministry of Economy and Finance,
the Swedish Embassy, the Cambodian
Chamber of Commerce, Royal Academy,
CDRI, the National Institute of Agriculture
with a total of 31 participants (7 women).
The main objectives of this study are:
• Understand the policy gaps in banking
sectors and environment which
develop the environment and social
governance
• Study banking sectors’ challenges
and the best practices to promote

banking’s clients practice on EIA
• Recommends the policy option for the
ministry and banking sector to guaranty
sustainable natural resources.
Dr. Tek Vannara, Executive Director of
the NGO Forum on Cambodia, sincerely
thanks all the valuable participants who
attend the important Validation Workshop
on EIA Compliance in Banking Sectors. He
said it was the first time we put more
consideration on the best practice of
Banking Sectors on Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) in the development
area. To get the loan from international
banks, investors must apply the policy
benchmark to guaranty sustainable

development, environmental protection,
and social development based on UN
principles. He appreciated the Royal
Government of Cambodia (RGC), relevant
line ministries, the Ministry of Economy
and Finance, and the National Bank of
Cambodia who had formulated law and
regulation on environmental conservation
to ensure investors’ development plan
submission would not affect the social
and environment typically respond
to investors and beneficiary demand
from the development. According to
Cambodian Sustainable Development
Goals, Cambodia will become an uppermiddle income by 2030, and a highincome country by 2050. Thus, we had
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to understand EIA policy in advance.
Our commitment was to support the
government, Ministry of Environment,
and the banking sector to secure
investors responsible Environmental and
Social Governance (ESG) for inclusive
development,
especially
learning
from the World Bank Environmental
framework. Furthermore, the largescale development company must
submit EIA reports which illustrated the
Environmental Rehabilitation and Natural
Resource Management. However, some
companies had insufficient resources to
carry out the real practice of EIA. Dr. Tek
Vannara highlighted that the process of
EIA reviewed should be the one from the
independent inspector and the Ministry
of Environment because the report
applied by the development company
to responding to EIA. Last but not least,
RGC should make a joint EIA framework
indicator with a development company

to be a more simplified platform for the
investor. The research study using a
quantitative approach with the activities
such as interviewed key persons such
as the National Bank of Cambodia
and Association Bank of Cambodia, a
case study, and conduct the validation
workshop. Taking this opportunity, the
consultant suggested participants share
the best-case study of the banking sector.
The results of the finding illustrated that:
• The banking and finance sectors in
Cambodia did not have any specific EIA
policy for the large-scale development
company to practice
• Lack of environmental and social
protection in the banking sector which
contributed to the impact of citizen
resources
• Lack of consideration and paid
attention to Social and Environmental
Impact from large-scale development
company loan processing.

Recommendations:
• Create a joint EIA statement with the
Banking sector in Cambodia
• The banking and finance sectors must
ensure that large-scale development
companies practice the EIA policy
before debit authorization.
• MOE and ABC should advise the
banking and finance sector about the
requirements of the EIA policy to avoid
or reduce social and environmental
impact.
Summary Results
Validation Workshop on EIA Compliance of
Banking Sectors joined by 31 participants
(7 Females) from relevant line ministries,
Development Partners, and NGO by
producing many achievements such as
build a strong collaboration with relevant
line ministries, Development Partners, and
NGOs. Obtained the crucial comments and
inputs to incorporate into the EIA research
study for more information as necessary
evidence for public used.

Budget Working Group and Ministry of Economic and Finance Sharing the Road Map
In the afternoon of December 07, 2020,

1. Summary of the results of the public

from 3:00 pm to 5:30 pm, the Budget

forum on “Citizen participation in

Team of the Civil Society Organization held

budget process,

a meeting with the Ministry of Economic

and monitoring of public budget

and Finance through a video conference.

expenditures” on October 08, 2020.

There were totally 68 participants joint

2- Better understand the roadmap on

this meeting. The meeting was facilitated

public participation in monitoring the

by H.E Meas Soksensan, Deputy Secretary

implementation of the Budget law in

General of the General Secretariat for

2021.

budget planning

Public Financial Management Reform

3. Understand the roadmap on the

and Dr. Tek Vannara, Executive Director

process of drafting amendments on

of the NGO Forum on Cambodia and

law on public finance system.

representative of CSOs of Budget Working

4- Plan and cooperation between civil

Group (BGW). The purpose of the

society organizations and the Ministry

presentation to share and discuss on the

of Economy and Finance in the future.

following topics:
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NGO Forum Seeking for Cooperation with Researchers and Academics
The meeting joint with 23 participants
(includes 3-females). They were from
independent
consultants,
NGOs,
researchers, and academics. There
were many accomplishments obtained
throughout the half-day discussion, such
as building strong collaboration between
researchers, academic, and relevant NGOs
to join the search study in 2021. And the
critical inputs and recommendations had
collected for the NGOF’s management
team to consider and take action.

On November 26, 2020: The NGO Forum
on Cambodia organized a Meeting with
Researchers in Cambodia at the Le Royal
Hotel in Phnom Penh. To present the
achievements of the NGO Forum on
Cambodia in 2020 and discussed more on
the plans for 2021, especially the research
topics related to issues on socio-economic
development, environment, indigenous
peoples, and natural resources. Besides
this, we collaborate among the researchers
to gather strategic recommendations for
the next three years (2021-2023).

people. The participants’ ideas were very
important for the inputs and aligned
with the NGOF direction. However, the
NGOF did not have any specific expertise,
our 8-working group networks were
the expertise. He hoped that all the
participants still cooperate and continue
the discussion for positive change in our
society. Last but not least, Dr. Tek Vannara,
ED, NGOF frankly thank the distinguished
participants for spending the valuable time
to join the discussion for providing the
influential inputs and recommendations.

Dr. Tek Vannara, the Executive Director
of the NGO Forum on Cambodia,
introduced the meeting’s purposes and
the background of the NGO Forum on
Cambodia to the researcher, academic,
and all the relevant stakeholders. In 2021,
the NGOF will plan to conduct 12 research
of the three programs.
Mr. Ouk Vannara, DED, NGOF. He said
the NGOF’s advocacy approach has relied
on evidence-based to discuss with the
decision-makers and policymakers to
gain the benefit for citizen and vulnerable
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HIGHLIGHT STORIES
Annual Reflection 2020 Via Online Meeting
for the next three years (2021-2023) and
6). Result Framework for the next three
years (2021-2023).

The NGO Forum on Cambodia (NGOF)
organized Annual Reflection 2020 through
an online meeting which will run for three
days from December 16-18, 2020.
Mr Ron Saray, Member of the NGOF
Management Committee and Executive
Director of LAC, warmly welcomed
and congratulated the NGOF on its
achievements throughout the year,
despite some challenges related to the
spread of Covid-19 disease. He wished the
meeting fruitful discussion and successful
as planned.
At the same time, Dr. Tek Vannara,
Executive Director of NGOF, would like
to thank all members of management
committee, staff and network members
of NGOF who are hard working, good
role model in the contribution of Social
development
and
socio-economic
development. The meeting had five main
expectations:
1. present key achievements of the past 3
years of the NGO Forum on Cambodia
(2018-2020)
2. Develop a three-year action plan to
respond to the current context and
social evolution
3. Detailed budget plan for 2021
4. NGOF Joint Coordination Plan to

continue working with partners
5. Capacity building plan for 2021 to
develop the capacity and knowledge
of staff to ensure quality of working
performants.
Mr. Ouk Vannara, Deputy Executive
Director
Presented the reflection results of the
past three-year operational plan and
the next three-year operational plan;
there are six topics those include 1).
The NGOF theory of change and Result
Framework, 2). NGOF’s Achievement
2018 to 2020, 3). Recommendation from
Mid-Term Evaluation, 4). Adoption to MTR
Recommendation, 5). working approach

Closing Remark by Dr. TEK Vannara,
Executive Director of NGOF thanks for
chairperson and all staff that attending
the Annual Program Reflection 2020. We
have discussed a lot with the steering
committee, CC and staff to change
from secretariate to working group. We
received the draft of the 3-year AOP and
AOB for further usage. We also got the
annual AOP and AOB. Moreover, thanks
to Mr. Bunthoeurn, Mr. Kosal, and Ms.
Phanika serving to the chair, vice-chair
and secretary of staff association in the
2020 term. Congrats to Mr. Prayuth, Mr.
Jeudi, and Ms. Phanika to be the staff
association committee 2021 to make staff
happy with the working environment and
good relationship between staff as the role
model for other members and partners.
Finally, Executive Director encourages staff
to raise their speech during the monthly
meeting even the recommendation or
comment to make a positive change for
the organization and as the role model for
other members and partners. Best wishes
to all staff with good luck, good health and
stay safe from Covid-19.
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Annual Program Reflection 2020 in Kampot and Kep Provinces
On December 28-30, 2020, the NGO
Forum on Cambodia organized annual
reflection 2020 in Kampot and Kep
provinces. We have done 1) 2021~2023
three-year Action and Budget Plan, 2)
Detail 20121 Action and Budget Plan,
3)2021 Staff Capacity Development Plan,
4)The NGOF Coordination Plan 2021, 5)
Refresh on NGOF’s Financial Policy, 6)
Handover the president staff association,
7)Strengthening on Team Work, Team
Building and Team Spirit, 8)All NGOF staff
Knew and Understood on Community
Development such as 1)Tumnub Mlech
Farmer Water User Community in Chumkiri
district, Kampot province, 2)Agriculture
Cooperative-Youth Chicken Raising in
Boeung village Boeung Nimol commune,
Chhouk district, Kampot, 3)Trapaing
Ropov Community Fisheries-Ecotourism
Toek Chhou district, Kampot province,
4)Farmers and Entrepreneurs on Salt
Production in Kep province and 5)Phnom
Voar Agri-Ecotourism Development in Kep
province.
Dr. Tek Vannara thanks all staff of the
NGOF for their effort to participate and
hard work from day1 until today. He
reminded today our team has made a
lot of progress and almost completed all
activities as we have expected but for the
remaining tasks/activities, he suggests to
the team need to be completed by end
of this year and we can clean up the year
2020 as well are be ready for 2021.

In conclusion, the NGOF Annual Program
Reflection (joined by 23 participants
include 6 females) is completed
successfully as the plan set by obtaining
many fruitful achievements such as the
NGOF’s staff more understanding of the
NGOF’s policies as its refreshed by the
Finance Manager, the three-year AOB and
2021 AOB of each program was presented
to Executive Director, Deputy Executive
Director and Finance Manager for the
comments and finalized, the coordination
plan had been agreed and finalized
with program managers of each NGOF’s
program, more importantly; the topics
of staff’s capacity building in 2021 were
defined by the NGOF staffs and the staff
association had been continued its new
operational plan for 2021.
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CSOs Position Paper on the Executive Summary of Draft Budget Law 2021

Read more at: https://bit.ly/2KyIBzx
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Joint Statement on the Proposed Sanakham Hydropower Project on
the Mekong Mainstream in Laos Concerning Transboundary Impact on Lower Countries

Read more at:
Khmer Language: https://bit.ly/3oQ8WHI
English Language: https://bit.ly/2Lr8zWw
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16th Donor and Partner Meeting

The NGO Forum on Cambodia (NGOF)
organized 16th Donor and Partner Meeting
on 25 December 2020 at Phnom Penh
Era Hotel. The objective of this meeting
aims for Presenting: i). key outcomes and
impacts achieved from the action plan in
2020. ii). Challenge and lesson learnt iii).
Present on budget expenditure for 2020
and budget plan for 2021 and financial
management. NGOF continues to value
its partnership with all NGOF members,
and working together for positive change
for all Cambodians. Thank you for your
support and excellent cooperation.
The purpose of the meeting is to build
donor and partner’s understanding of
the achievement being made by the
NGO Forum against the NGO Forum’s
Action Plan 2020, to get feedback and
suggestions from donor partners on the
implementation of the Action Plan, to
facilitate donor coordination and to allow
donors to hear each other views.

one million and one hundred thousand
and NGOF budget and policy reformed
for the NGOF and networks. One more
thing is that the NGOF is in the progress of
conducting the mid-term evaluation of its
6-year strategic plan. The NGOF focuses
on the meeting, workshop and any other
events that are faced challenges during
the Covid-19 outbreak and works as a
partnership with ministries, members,
networks, national authorities and subnational authorities for providing inputs
and policy dialogues.
Dr. Tek Vannara thanks and welcome
all participants who are present in the
meeting today, even we are facing the
Covid-19 pandemic but we prefer a faceto-face meeting which is more effective
than doing online but we also apply the
prevention measurement guideline by
MOH and WHO.

There are 12 important recommendations
from the mid-term evaluation report by
the consultant team that the NGOF will
adapt in the new action plan and strategy:
#2: Policy Monitoring
#3: Evidence-Based Advocacy (EBA)
#4: Constructive Engagement
#5: Capacity Development
#6: Working Group
#7: Research Think Tank
#9: Networks and Membership
#11: Private Sector
For the rest (#1, #8, #10 & #12), the NGOF
is considering to adapt or not after the
discussion with the internal team member
and Coordination Committees since it is
might duplicated with other organizations.
Mr. Sivouthan admires NGOF for their
achievements and way forward. We notice
that the budget for members or networks
that might support video production and
some technical supports. We could initiate
to do budgeting with the big donor that
might be possible to support members
or networks. We should start to work
with the donor that could contribute
some fund to members and networks
for their small activities. We might work
more to solve the problem of overhead
cost to contribute to operational cost. It
is a good idea to share the software that
could align with the Tax Declaration with
E-filling. All NGOs need to comply with the
tax payment to follow the Taxation Law
of Cambodia. Best wishes to participants
with good luck, good health and be safe
together for the new year 2021!

Mr. Norng Sivouthan, Member of
Management Committee of NGOF
and Country Director of HEKS-EPER,
warmly welcomed participants and great
thanks to all donors and partners for
their contributions and commitment to
supporting the NOGF Forum so far even we
feel not secure or safe during the Covid-19
pandemic. Some of the key achievement
such as new member has been approved
to be the full membership of the NGOF
is Mission Alliance, budget expenses
similarly to the previous year around USD
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On The Media
Topic: Civil Society: Lack of Transboundary Impact Study of Sanakham Dam
Will Impact Mekong River Risk
For more detail check below link:
VOD News: https://bit.ly/3pMtxOm

Topic: Civil society: Sub-national budget should not be reduced because it
is important for local people
For more detail check below link:
RFI: https://bit.ly/3jkSxtI

UPCOMING EVENTS/HOLIDAYS 2021
14 January
Workshop on the Perspectives of Fair and Just Compensation
in the Land Acquisition and Dispute Resolution Process
25-26 January
Training on “Critical and Creative Thinking and Success”

18 February
Quarterly Member Meeting
24-25 February
Sharing Workshop on Forestry Governance

29 January
CSOs Leader Gathering
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THANK YOU!
The NGO Forum on Cambodia would like to thanks to our local and international donors
that always support our good causes missions to support Cambodians in need.

Working Together for Positive Change

The NGO Forum on Social Media!
Like and follow us Facebook https://www.facebook.com/ngoforumoncambodia
Follow us Twitter https://twitter.com/thengoforum
Subscribe, like and share us YouTube https://www.youtube.com/c/TheNGOForumonCambodia1
Visit our website http://www.ngoforum.org.kh/

